
Robert Smith 
Billing Accountant

PERSONAL STATEMENT

To bring a positive aspect to the company and learn, achieve new skills. 
Fast learner. Wide range of skills I can utilize with any career. Have 63 credit
with 3 classes left before graduation of Associates Degree in criminal 
justice.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Billing Accountant
ABC Corporation -   June 1999 – April 2004 

Responsibilities:

 Provided analysis and maintenance of internal Sprint Local rate tables 
which allowed the proper billing of call usage.

 Analyzed over 160 federal tariffs and made the needed changes in 
billing tables.

 Achieved 100% accuracy.
 Researched multiple plans that were not billing the correct rates and 

made the needed changes.
 Focused on the gain/loss of revenue.
 Participated in several area code split projects.
 Made sure that all needed changes in the billing tables were done on 

time with the proper follow-up to ensure all updates were accurate.

Billing Accountant
Delta Corporation -   1997 – 1999 

Responsibilities:

 Included managed and completed weekly billing statistics, group set-
ups, and journal entries in Excel, PeopleSoft Financials, Info genesis, and
RPOS .

 Processed billing for the Petcoke division Analyzed customer contracts 
&amp; billing arrangements Processed credit or debit memos for 
corrections .

 Manage monthly invoicing to include T&amp;M and monthly fixed price 
scheduled billings.

 Analyze hours and costs posted against contracts to ensure all costs are
complete and accurate.

 Assist in project and PAR set up when needed Evaluate payments from 
customers to sync with invoices and hours worked in customer 
timekeeping systems.

 Prepare daily cash receipts and reclasses for posting.
 Started as temp in fall of 1999 and was offered full-time status in Mar 

2000.

Education

Computer Science
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SKILLS

Management., Financial 
Analysis, General Ledger.

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
Name)
Reference – 2 (Company 
Name)
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